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1. ______________ rejects a query that can lead to a compromise.

     	      Decision clock

     	      Neucleous

     	--->> Query restriction

     	      Binary restriction

2. ______________ provides answers to all queries, but the answers are approximate.

     	--->> Perturbation

     	      Regression

     	      Time series

     	      Query restriction

3. On ______________ the individual metadata and individual valuesare described 
which are linked to the objects on the instance level.

     	      data model level

     	      conceptual level

     	      DB schema level

     	--->> instance level

4. The ______________ of characteristic formular C, denoted as X (C ), is the set of 
records matching that characteristics.

     	      matching set

     	      domain set

     	--->> query set

     	      binary set

5. A ______________is a tree-structured plan of a set of attributes to test in order to 
predict the output, and to decide which attribute should be tested first, simply find the 
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one with the highest information gain.

     	      Fig tree

     	--->> Decision tree

     	      Log Tree

     	      Binary tree

6. A compromise is ______________ if the user deduces the value of an attribute is 
associated with an individual entity.

     	      weak

     	      strong

     	--->> positive

     	      negative

7. The inference problem where a user may infer confidential information about 
individual entities represented in the SDB is called ______________

     	--->> compromise

     	      anachy

     	      windelia

     	      functionality

8. A compromise is ______________ if the user deduces that a particular value of an 
attribute is not associatiated with an individual entity.

     	      weak

     	      strong

     	      positive

     	--->> negative

9. If two variables always increase or decrease together the correlation is 
______________

     	      -1

     	--->> 1
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     	      0'

     	      2

10. ______________ is all about automating the process of searching for patterns in 
the data.

     	      Data Warehousing

     	      Internet of Things (IoT)

     	--->> Data Mining

     	      Cloud Computing
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